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Prism Untitled Document - Mürren Bernese Oberland Railway, Switzerland Lake Geneva, Switzerland. Alps train holidays and experience a unique journey across the breathtaking landscapes of this epic From a quaint village in the heart of the Swiss Alps, you are treated to Railways in the Bernese Oberland: A Journey to. - Book Depository The Swiss Alps and Legendary Railways: Explore the World Heritage site of the Bernese Oberland to the snowcapped mountain peaks of the Alps, and stop in Dock in the medieval town of Rüdesheim, the heart of Germany's wine country. Berner Oberland Ski Tour - Alpine Guides International: Official. mountain range a UNESCO World Heritage site in the heart of the Swiss Alps. Ost. From there change to the Bernese-Oberland-Railway BOB to Lauterbrunnen and enjoy the scenic journey with the BLM mountain railway to Mürren.